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literary theorists like lodge and stephen greenblatt have
argued that marxism has been important to the
development of the field of literary criticism. as lodge
argues, marxism provides the theoretical framework for
understanding the correspondence between the labor of the
artist and the social struggle of workers. for greenblatt, "the
most formal of these political-philosophical theories
(marxism) has been the most fruitful for literary criticism,
the most challenging, the most historically urgent, the most
generative, the most counterintuitive, and the most urgent
as an outgrowth of its thought" (greenblatt, practicing
theory, 4). greenblatt claims that marxism has been
necessary for the development of the field of literary
criticism not just because it makes possible an alternative
theoretical framework to that provided by post-
structuralism, but because it emphasizes the economic
element of literary production and criticism. according to
greenblatt, marxism has "kept theories of literary production
and criticism in the light of their production-and-
reproduction conditions" (greenblatt, practicing theory, 5).
greenblatt claims that marxist theory reframes literary
studies by analyzing literary works in terms of how they are
"produced" by the economic needs of their producers. this
claim is best articulated in greenblatt's book, the swerve:
how the world became modern. in the swerve, greenblatt
argues that "we might think of it as a theory of literary
production and interpretation that includes what we have
been calling politics, but now conceived as something closer
to class conflict.
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in the last few decades the field of cultural studies has come
to be very diverse. some social sciences, like cultural

sociology, have established a central place for cultural
studies. other members of the field are so diverse as to defy

classification; even so-called post-cultural studies, while
inviting consideration of a general theory, is, at present, a
collection of approaches. these forms of cultural inquiry

have such disparate origins that they appear to answer to a
range of different paradigms. others, who have been

following a more reductive path, in assuming that culture
studies must be theory-based, have no place for cultural

studies in their conception of the university. neither do they
see the study of culture as a discipline that engages with

other disciplines on their own terms. various fields of study
have developed critical methodologies or procedures

applicable to cultural studies with considerable success; but,
apart from the most general work of cultural geographer
robert j. c. young, cultural studies has not developed a

unified critical methodology of its own. the reason is, no
doubt, that the evidence available is so varied, and both the

issue and the evidence are so extensive that there is no
obvious, or even self-evident, approach to it. but, in the

general absence of such a methodology, some such
approach must be found. however, it is unlikely that any

single approach will meet with widespread acceptance. it is
also unlikely that any single discipline will be able to offer a
comprehensive critique, to which all other disciplines must
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respond. what seems clear, at least, is the fact that cultural
studies is no longer an extension of anthropology, but is now

a growing and self-defined area of enquiry. 5ec8ef588b
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